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May 4, 2022

The Honorable Raphael Warnock (D-GA) The Honorable Thom Tillis (R-NC)
Chairman Ranking Member
Senate Banking Committee Senate Banking Committee
Subcommittee on Financial Institutions and Subcommittee on Financial Institutions and
Consumer Protection Consumer Protection

Chairman Warnock and Ranking Member Tillis,

We are writing to you today regarding the Subcommittee on Financial Institutions and Consumer
Protection’s hearing entitled “Examining Overdraft Fees and Their Effects on Working Families.”

As a leader in providing innovative embedded finance solutions through payroll for small businesses
and their teams, we welcome the opportunity to share Gusto’s perspective and how we have
designed our product, Gusto Wallet, as an inclusive and responsible option for small business
employees to access financial products and features.  We are committed to providing products that
improve employee financial health and wellness, and promote equity in access to credit for
underserved consumers.

Background

Gusto is a people platform that helps small businesses onboard, pay, insure and take care of their
teams.  We serve more than 200,000 Small and Medium Businesses (SMBs) nationwide. In addition
to full-service payroll and HR and compliance support we enable benefits for employees such as
health insurance, 401(k)s, and 529 plans. In 2019, we launched Gusto Cashout, a lending product
offered in partnership with Sunrise Banks, N.A., that is fully embedded in the payroll platform for the
millions of employees that use Gusto across the country. We selected Sunrise Banks as our bank
partner because it is a Community Development Financial Institution (CDFI) and is mission-aligned
in offering responsible alternatives to payday loans. In 2020, we launched a suite of financial tools
(Gusto Wallet) to allow small businesses to help support the financial health of their teams with the
dual goal of promoting financial inclusion.

Gusto Wallet (Cash Accounts and Cashout)

Gusto is well-positioned to provide comprehensive financial services to businesses and their
employees quickly, efficiently, and responsibly due to our relationship with both the employer and the
employee.

Our consumer centric approach prioritizes transparent and responsible financial products seamlessly
integrated into the paycheck.  We provide:

● An affordable and fully transparent alternative to high-cost lending allowing consumers to
improve their financial health and meet short-term, small dollar needs.

https://gusto.com/


● Transparent terms of agreement to ensure clear and understandable borrowing frameworks.
● Products that operate in a robust state and federal regulatory environment including state

licensing, Federal Prudential Regulator and Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
oversight, and comprehensive Truth in Lending Act disclosures.

● Gusto Wallet helps improve consumer savings and financial health.

Employees of Gusto customers can access Gusto Wallet, which was designed to put the consumer
in control of managing their earnings. Gusto Wallet includes a Cash Account with an associated
debit card, and also has separate tools for the consumer to easily set money aside from regular
paychecks for individual savings goals. Furthermore, customers can easily transfer money between
accounts to meet their spending and emergency needs, and there are no typical fees associated
with the bank accounts. We do not charge overdraft fees, monthly maintenance, or minimum
balance fees for any of the accounts.

Gusto launched its earned wage access product, Cashout, in August of 2019 in partnership with
Sunrise Banks, a CDFI, and it is structured as a consumer loan.  Gusto Cashout is a responsible
alternative to payday loans, overdraft, and other high cost credit products. Gusto Cashout enables
consumers to access funds between paydays at low or no cost. Because Cashout is embedded in
our payroll system, users can easily request funds within the Gusto platform and their small business
employers are able to provide financial benefits. Cashout is based on estimated earned wages and
permits consumers to access funds that Gusto has estimated they have already earned, which
makes it similar to other earned wage access products. Since Gusto Cashout is structured as a loan,
iit comes with appropriate Truth in Lending Act and other disclosures to ensure that consumers
understand the product.

Gusto Cashout Key Facts:

● Gusto Cashout is free if the employee deposits their Cashout into their Gusto Cash Account
-- no interest and no fees.

● Cashout is automatically repaid on the borrower’s next payday, making it simple to use.
● For those that do not use Gusto Cash Accounts, consumers are able to access Gusto

Cashout for a small fee (up to $5 or a 36% APR of the loan amount, whichever is less).
● Cashout is a direct to consumer loan.
● We have created significant guardrails to ensure that Cashout is responsible credit with a

fast and simple repayment schedule -- such as capping the amount that a consumer can
access, restricting consumers from having more than one Cashout at a time, and ensuring
that consumers can only access Cashout two times per month

● Gusto educates employers about the product, and allows them to opt-out of the product
offering for their employees.

Borrower Feedback on Gusto Cashout:

Our surveys of Gusto Cashout users show the positive impact it has had, with 89% of borrowers
reporting less financial stress.  Another important finding is that the vast majority of customers are
using Cashout as a substitute for higher-cost options such as delaying paying a bill or avoiding a
bank overdraft.  Employers that offer Cashout enjoy a competitive advantage, with 52% of
employees saying that having access to Cashout would impact whether they accept a job.



As the Subcommittee undertakes its important exploration of overdraft fees, Gusto felt it prudent to
highlight how better designed solutions can meet consumer credit needs than traditional overdraft.
Gusto Cashout for example was intentionally designed to be borrower friendly, transparent, and a
better substitute than other forms of high-cost credit intended to promote financial inclusion.  Once
again, thank you for the opportunity to submit comments, and for more information on Gusto Wallet
or other products please do not hesitate to contact me at (steve.abbott@gusto.com).

Sincerely,

Steve Abbott
Public Policy Lead
Gusto
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